ENAC & CANI sign a cooperation agreement
for regional ATM intermediate Manager training

On Wednesday March 9th, within the World ATM Congress 2016 in Madrid, Philippe CREBASSA (ENAC Vice President) and Jan KLAS (ANS CR Director General) signed the cooperation agreement to jointly deliver the “ATM Managerial Development Training” regional programme. The first session will be launched at CANI, the training institute of ANS CR, in February 2017 in Prague.

Air Navigation Service Providers have similar issues regarding managerial competencies within their organisation and the promotion of career development for their ATCOs and their ATSEPs personnel.

In such a context, ENAC and CANI will offer an Advanced Professional Certificate in ATM Managerial Development Training that will prepare a new generation of managers to face the upcoming performance challenges, while ensuring safe and efficient operations. The objective of this programme is to provide experienced ATCOs and ATSEPs relevant training that will enable them to take managerial positions within the ANSP.

It will be based upon seven 5-day modules, between Prague and Toulouse, over a total period of 18 months. People will be able to follow the programme while performing their daily duties as the executive format consists of one module per quarter.

Jan KLAS: “We believe that in the ATM training, cooperation of the providers is a key aspect for an innovative approach. By mutualizing our resources we can offer an economically optimized solution to key human resource management issues. We are confident that bringing the future managers together will enhance synergies within the ATM community and support regional harmonization.”

Philippe CREBASSA stated that “CANI and ENAC both have internationally recognized experience in education for the air navigation community. To address urgent needs in management capacities, we will offer a brand new training solution focusing on enhancing their perception of the ATM big picture, leadership skills and cross culture”.

Founded in 1949, and an ICAO Regional Training Centre of Excellence, ENAC (Ecole Nationale de l’Aviation Civile) is the largest European aviation university, offering a wide and complete portfolio in the field of training, research and development. Through all these worldwide activities, ENAC delivers the highest international education standards and fosters leading edge innovation.

Czech Air Navigation Institute (CANI) is a state of the art training centre with history of providing a range of industry services for more than 30 years. All training activities of CANI are in full compliance with ICAO and EUROCONTROL standards with a strong focus on customization according to specific and local requirements. A multinational team of training personnel and dedicated support staff make CANI the provider of training solutions for customers across Europe and beyond. From classroom and simulator training to on-site accommodation and extracurricular support, CANI delivers world class training experiences.